Why did members join Team Rubicon?

- 70% joined as a means to serve
- 51% to continue service to their country
- 44% to connect with other veterans
- 34% to find purpose
- 28% to develop friendships
- 20% to cultivate other skills
- 17% to pursue a career in emergency management
- 11% to connect with civilians

47% have learned and developed new skills since joining TR

25% civilian
75% military veteran

32% have leveraged the skills learned in TR for current or new employment opportunities

95% are passionate about veteran reintegration
92% are passionate about disaster response

87% would help a fellow TR member in need under most circumstances

“I feel I have changed since I separated from the military, become more of an introvert, but TR helps me get out of my shell and do great things in the community.”

Team Rubicon surveyed its members in July 2015 to learn how their involvement with TR impacts their lives. 28,000 members received the survey, and 10% responded.